
 1 to 10 digit cards from 
previous sessions to label the 
carriages

 Train engine and carriages 1 
to 5 from M26 

 5 more carriages

 Tickets with the digits 1 to 
10 on them 

 Ticket Office sign from M26

 2 animal figures (Ticket 
Officer and Conductor)

 2 sheets of paper and a 
pencil (per child)

 Whiteboard/paper + marker

 5 toy animal of the same 
type (or use some printable 
animals from other sessions)

15–20 minutes

RELOCATING THE PASSENGERS – ADDITION

Note: Before you start, lay out your train with the engine and 10 carriages – lay the digit cards on the carriages 1 
to 10 to label them. Put your animal figures out and the sign for the Ticket Office with the tickets next to it. 

Tell the following story, using your toy animals (Rabbits are used in the story here, as an example) and the props 
(tickets, carriages etc.) at appropriate points in the story:

Four Rabbits wanted to go on holiday. They were going to travel on the Special Number Train.  And what is it that 
is so special about the Special Number Train? Well, it has 10 carriages, and the further you get from the engine, 
the bigger the number of seats the carriages have: the first carriage has 1 seat, the second has 2, the third has 3, 
the fourth has 4, the fifth has 5, the sixth has 6, the seventh has 7, the eighth has 8, the ninth has 9, and the tenth 
has 10. What is more, if you want to travel on the Special Number Train, you have to follow a special rule: there 
must always be as many passengers as seats in every carriage – no passenger left standing and no seat without a 
passenger.

The Rabbits came to the Ticket Office to buy tickets. (Produce the Rabbits and take them to the Ticket Office.) 
There were four of them, so they got a ticket with the number 4 written on it, like this (show a ticket) and they all 
got on board carriage number 4 to wait for the train to go. (Put the Rabbits in carriage 4.) They liked being all 
together. They laughed and sang and played games – they were having a fantastic time.

Soon after they boarded the train, another Rabbit arrived. This Rabbit was all alone. (Produce a Rabbit and take it 
to the Ticket Office.)The Ticket Officer sold the lonely little Rabbit a ticket with the number 1 written on it, just 
like this. (Show the ticket.)

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can identify the numerical components of a problem, and the numerical operation 
required, embedded in a story.
Your child can add numbers between 1 and 10.
Your child can create their own number story.
Your child can use numbers and symbols (+, =) to write down the sum that solved the problem 
from their own story. 

To show how the division of sets into subsets can be represented using 
conventional symbols
To introduce the concept of addition
To foster the ability to use the symbols + and = correctly
To foster understanding of number composition (1 to 10) 
To practise solving practical problems using the numbers from 1 to 10
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So the Rabbit took the ticket and climbed on board carriage number 1. (Put the Rabbit in carriage 1.) One Rabbit for one seat, no Rabbits left 
standing, no seat without a Rabbit. Poor Rabbit was all alone; he felt very lonely and started to cry. Just then, the Conductor walked past carriage 
number 1 and noticed that the Rabbit was crying. (Walk the Conductor past the carriage.)

'Whatever is the matter?' asked the kind Conductor.

'I’m all on my own,' said the poor lonely Rabbit. 'I wish I had some Rabbit friends to travel with.'

'There are some other Rabbits on the train,' said the Conductor. 'But – oh dear! There are 4 of them and they are in carriage 4! As many Rabbits as 
there are seats. No Rabbits without a seat, no seats without a Rabbit.' The lonely Rabbit felt sadder than ever. A carriage full of Rabbits, and here he 
was, all on his own.

Ask your child: What could the kind Conductor do to help the Rabbit? Listen to their suggestions and then continue the story.

The Conductor thought very hard and then he had a brainwave! (Take the Conductor to carriage 4.) First, he told the Rabbits in carriage 4 all about 
the lonely Rabbit, and asked if they wanted to help out. 'Of course we do!' said the Rabbits. 

'Well,' said the Conductor, 'this is what we have to do. You all go back to the Ticket Office and return the tickets for carriage 4. I will tell the lonely 
Rabbit to go back to the Ticket Office and return the ticket for carriage 1.'

So the 4 Rabbits from carriage 4 went to the Ticket Office and returned their ticket for carriage 4, and the lonely Rabbit went to the Ticket Office and 
returned his ticket for carriage 1. (Have the Rabbits return their tickets.)

Ask your child: How did the Conductor solve their problem, knowing that they wanted to be together in one carriage?  Listen to their ideas and agree: 
That’s right, he needed the Ticket Officer to sell them a new ticket. What ticket did they need? (5) How do we know?  Agree: The 4 Rabbits had to join 
the 1 lonely Rabbit, so that made 5 Rabbits. And 5 Rabbits need carriage 5.

Now ask your child: How can we write down what we had to do to solve the Rabbit’s problem in this story?  (Write 4 + 1 = 5 on a whiteboard or one of 
your sheets of paper.) Explain: We use the symbol + (plus) when we are adding one quantity to another quantity.

Complete the story: The Conductor spoke to the Ticket Officer who wrote down the solution to the Rabbit’s problem, just like we did. Then the Ticket
Officer found the ticket with the number 5 on it and all the Rabbits went to Carriage 5, where there was a seat for all 5 Rabbits and a Rabbit for all 5 
seats. (Place 5 Rabbits in carriage 5.) The Rabbits had a very happy and comfortable journey. 

Create Your Own Story:

Each child doing the session should create their own story. Ask your child to choose a set of animal figures (animal toys they have at home, some 
printed ones from previous sessions or they could draw them). Ask them to make up a story about a ‘problem’ some animals had when they wanted 
to travel on the Special Number Train, similar to the one above, where some animals join other animals and they all end up in one carriage (to ensure 
your child creates an ‘addition’ problem). Remind them, as necessary, to create a problem where they have to use a + symbol to write down how to 
solve the problem in their story. Encourage them to have everything clear before starting, so that they can explain the problem very clearly, and show 
and be able to explain how the animals solved their problem in the end. Tell them to use the same props as before (carriages, tickets and so on). 

When they are ready, ask them to present and ‘act out’ their story using the props. At the end, ask them to show you the relevant numbers and the + 
and = symbols (as a sum), on paper or on your whiteboard, that show their solution to the problem.

RELOCATING THE PASSENGERS – ADDITION – continued 
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